Electrostatic Filtration or Carbon Baffle Filtration: Which is the Better Purifier?

Developed by Trion Air Purification, a subsidiary of Fedders™, the electrostatic air filtration system eliminates the need for multi-floor vertical exhaust ducts for ground floor restaurants in large, multi-story buildings and is the very best technology for air purification.

At the same time, the KAP carbon baffle multi-filter purification unit is appreciably less costly and handles a yoeman’s share of odor and air pollutant removal at about 70% the efficiency of electrostatics.

It all comes down to application, with some apps requiring more performance than others, but with consideration of initial investment cost—balanced by the cumulative replacement cost of baffle filters over time.

The good news is: Hood Depot provides both technologies, as the manufacturer of the KAP baffle unit and the exclusive South Florida rep for Trion’s Air Boss Electrostatic Exhaust System.

So rather than listen to the overstated sales pitch from either side, talk to the specialists at Hood Depot who'll give you objective information based on an evaluation of your kitchen, your dining area and your individual requirements.